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a word

from editor-in-chief

It is indeed a matter of
immense relief for the Indian
as well as global aerospace
industry that the MoD has
decided to retain the 12th
edition of the Aero India
Airshow in 2019 at Yelahanka,
Bengaluru with no change in
time frame

A major event for the global aviation industry
covering both military and civil aviation, was the iconic Farnborough International Airshow 2018 held in July this year. The
Airshow this year was on even a greater scale and was clearly
dominated by the civil aviation segment of the global aerospace
industry. A report on the Airshow by Rohit Srivastava of SP
Guide Publications figures in this issue of SP’s Aviation.
Effort by the NDA Government to procure 36 Rafale jets from
Dassault Aviation of France in place of the failed tender for 126
Medium Multi-Role Combat Aircraft to meet the urgent needs of
the IAF too has got embroiled in an ugly political controversy
distorting the process of defence procurement. In this issue of
SP’s Aviation, Air Chief Marshal S. Krishnaswamy (Retd), former Chief of the Air Staff of the IAF, has placed the contract for
36 Rafale jets in the correct perspective and has shown a way
out for procurement of military hardware without controversy.
A Tata-Singapore Airlines joint venture full service carrier
Vistara that commenced operations in India in 2015 has, a
vision for growth in the future that indeed is impressive. This
issue of the SP’s Aviation carries an interview of Leslie Thng,
Chief Executive Officer of Vistara wherein he shares plans of
the airline for the future and his optimism about the prospects
of growth of the carrier.
In a brief article in this issue of the magazine, Simon Davies,
Sales Director, Global Jet Capital, elaborates on the four factors
that propel the market for business aircraft. These are considerations related to comfort, convenience, capacity and cost-efficiency
that offer clear advantages of travel to the business community by
owned or leased platforms as opposed to travel by airlines.
In the first week of September this year, the landmark Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement (COMCASA)
between India and the US was signed during the ‘Two-PlusTwo’ dialogue at New Delhi. This agreement is expected to provide a major boost to Indo-US relations making India’s status

as ‘Major Defence Partner,” of the US far more meaningful. In
this issue of SP’s Aviation, Air Marshal Sukhchain Singh (Retd)
has a detailed analysis of the agreement and its implications.
This issue of the magazine also carries a report by Rohit Srivastava on a seminar in New Delhi organised by the IAF along
with other organisations on the ways to reenergise the Indian
Aerospace Industry.
It is indeed a matter of immense relief for the Indian as well
as global aerospace industry that the MoD has decided to retain
the 12th edition of the Aero India Airshow at Yelahanka with no
change in time frame. News about the plan of the MoD to shift
the Airshow out of Bengaluru to Air Force Station Bakshi Ka
Talab near Lucknow, had generated considerable anxiety and
even a degree of dismay amongst the leading players in the
aerospace industry both in India and abroad. Mercifully, better
sense has prevailed. The next logical step would be to bring
Defexpo India back to New Delhi as explained in this issue by
Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd).
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome
aboard and wish you happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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aero India 2019

HOMECOMING FOR
AERO INDIA AIRSHOW
Relocating such shows including Defexpo India erodes these shows’
international status and eventually sound its death knell

Illustration: Anoop Kamath

By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)

After nearly a month of dithering over the venue and
the dates for organising the 12th edition of the prestigious Aero
India Airshow, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) finally ended the
uncertainty on Saturday, September 8, 2018. As per a press
release by the MoD, the venue of the country’s largest exhibition in the domain of aerospace and defence, will continue to be
Indian Air Force (IAF) Station at Yelahanka in Bengaluru and
the next Airshow will be held from February 20 to 24 in 2019
as per the original schedule.
Moving Aero India Airshow to Lucknow
It is understood that the storm over the venue and the time frame

www.sps-aviation.com

for the next Aero India Airshow was kicked off in early August
this year when Yogi Adityanath, the Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh, projected a request to the MoD to hold the next edition
of this event at IAF Station, Bakshi Ka Talab near Lucknow. This
initiative was supposedly driven by the financial interests of the
state of Uttar Pradesh and more specifically, by the plan of the
Government of India to establish a major Defence Industry Corridor in the state. But strictly speaking, in the fitness of things,
the Defence Industry Corridor should be functional before initiating any proposal for shifting Aero India Airshow to Bakshi
Ka Talab, Lucknow or for that matter for holding any kind of
defence and aerospace expo in the area for it to be meaningful.
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1981, is an autonomous organisation
While inaugurating the Defence
under the Government of India. This
Industry Corridor in Aligarh in August
New Delhi being
organisation was established to promote
this year, the Chief Minister of Uttar
the seat of the
export potential of the Indian aerospace
Pradesh had assured Defence Minister
and defence industry. The agency is
Nirmala Sitharaman that his governcentral government
responsible for organising international
ment would provide all the facilities
and home to the
exhibitions as also to arrange Indian
required for the Airshow and urged her
headquarters of the
participation in aerospace and defence
to announce the decision to relocate
exhibitions overseas. Organised since
the Airshow to Bakshi Ka Talab withIndian armed forces,
the year 2000, Defexpo India is meant
out delay. As stated by the Minister of
the city offers far
for showcasing the nation’s military
Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman in a press
capabilities in Land, Naval and Security
conference during her visit to Bengaluru,
better professional
Systems as well as its emergence as an
several other states such as Gujarat, Rajand industrial
attractive destination for investment in
asthan, Odisha and Tamil Nadu too had
environment for
the aerospace and defence sector.
projected a request to host the event; but
Located in the heart of New Delhi,
the Government of India was yet to take
the global majors
Pragati Maidan is a 123-acre complex
a final decision on the subject. States are
participating in
with more than 61,290 square feet of
keen to host Aero India Airshow as such
covered area for exhibition. There are
an event generates huge amount of revDefexpo India
16 display halls and 10,000 square
enue for the state
metres of open ground for display,
The proposal to relocate Aero
offering an excellent facility for internaIndia Airshow had not only irked the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the state of Karnataka; but also tional exhibitors. Since its inception, Defexpo India had been
the Congress-Janata Dal (Secular) government in power in the held at Pragati Maidan in New Delhi till it was moved out to
state. Ever since the inception of this event in 1996, Aero India Goa in 2016 by the then Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar
Airshow has always been held at IAF Station Yelahanka in Ben- ostensibly for the reason that the the infrastructure at Pragati
galuru. The last edition of the Air show was held in February Maidan was to undergo major renovation. This decision turned
2017. The initial decision to locate Aero India Airshow in Ben- out to be somewhat controversial as the Indian Trade Promogaluru was based on the fact that this city is the hub centre of tion Organisation (ITPO), the agency responsible for renovation
the Indian aerospace industry, an attribute that currently no of the facility, said that work on the facility could be postponed
to a later date if the MoD reconsidered its plan to shift Defexpo
other city in India can match.
Air Force Station Yelahanka has the appropriate infrastruc- out of New Delhi. ITPO could ill afford to lose Defexpo as it was
ture that an Airshow of the scale of Aero India requires. Besides, a major source of income for the organisation.
With eight editions of Defexpo India having been held sucthe availability of Kempegowda International Airport at Bengaluru that provides well developed international connectivity cessfully at Pragati Maidan in New Delhi, the event had acquired
and has excellent road connectivity with the city, is of extreme a high level of gravitas. Apart from the well developed infrastrucconvenience for foreign companies especially those with size- ture in New Delhi to support Defexpo India, New Delhi being the
able presence of equipment and personnel. The proposal to shift seat of the central government and home to the headquarters of
Aero India Airshow away from Air Force Station Yelahanka at the Indian Army, the Indian Navy and the Indian Air Force, the
Bengaluru to Air Force Station, Bakshi Ka Talab near Lucknow city offers far better professional and industrial environment for
which cannot provide the required aerospace industry environ- the global aerospace and defence majors participating in Defexpo
ment as well as facilities, triggered a major reaction from all India. On the other hand, Goa is merely a tourist destination with
the stakeholders that include both the domestic and interna- little or nothing to do with the aerospace and defence industry.
tional exhibitors including global aerospace majors and even Compared to Pragati Maidan in the earlier events, participation in
the smaller entities, militaries of foreign nations including their the ninth edition of Defexpo India was at a low key and the particAir Forces as well as their embassies in India. This left the Gov- ipants were not quite enthused with the experience. In retrospect,
ernment of India with no option other than to abandon plans to the decision to hold the event in Goa in 2016, was clearly flawed.
But what is more surprising is that even after the discomrelocate Aero India Airshow and maintain status quo. To add to
the momentum of opposition to the proposal to shift Aero India forting experience of hosting Defexpo India in Goa in 2016, the
Airshow out of Bengaluru, all the political parties in Karnataka Government of India decided to hold the tenth edition of the
buried their differences and joined hands to resolutely oppose event in 2018 in a remote location in Tamil Nadu. Once again,
the move by the Government of India. In fact, the Karnataka the reason put forward was the plan to set up a Defence IndusGovernment placed the onus of making the Government of India try Corridor. The venue selected was Thiruvidanthai, a suburban village four km from Covelong on the East Coast Road in
retain the Airshow at Yelahanka on the state unit of the BJP.
Kancheepuram, far South of Chennai. The experience of those
attending Defexpo India 2018 in a remote location in Tamil
Bring Defexpo India Back to Delhi
The move by the Government of India to call off the proposal to Nadu was no different from that in Goa.
It is important to understand that to retain its status as a
relocate Aero India Airshow away from Bengaluru, has indeed
been a case of second homecoming for this prestigious event! But major aerospace and defence exhibition of international repute,
what is of significance is that this decision will hopefully provide Defexpo India must be brought back to Delhi and be held at
the much needed impetus to the case for bringing Defexpo India Pragati Maidan or at any other suitable facility in the national
back to its original venue which is Pragati Maidan in New Delhi. capital region that is befitting its global status. Making it a “travLike the Aero India Airshow, Defexpo India is also organised elling circus” would progressively erode its international status
by the Defence Exhibition Organisation, which, established in and eventually sound its death knell. SP
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First...
for 2 million
different reasons.
With the fastest ramp up in commercial aviation history and a
customer base that spans the globe, the LEAP ﬂeet has ﬂown more
than two million engine ﬂight hours while delivering the highest
asset utilization in its class. LEAP, an engine that is second to none.

www.cfmaeroengines.com
CFM International is a 50/50 joint company between GE and Safran Aircraft Engines
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Photographs: Vistara

“we’re not chasing the
competition, but creating a
unique space for ourselves in
the market”

— Leslie Thng, Chief Executive Officer, Vistara
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“Our vision is to become a global airline that makes people around the world look forward
to flying as an experience.” In an exclusive interview with Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief
of SP’s Aviation, Leslie Thng, Chief Executive Officer of Vistara shares his optimism and
outlines his vision and plans for the future growth of the airlines. He adds, “We see a great
demand in India for a better flying experience and we believe that our globally applauded
service standards will make a significant difference for people travelling from India.”
SP’s Aviation (SP’s): What’s your vision for Vistara airline?
Leslie Thng (Thng): Our vision stems from our passion for customer service and our commitment to contribute to the very
dynamic aviation industry. We don’t just want to help people
get from one point to another. Our vision is to become a global
airline that makes people around the world look forward to flying as an experience, and one that is esteemed for exceptional
customer service, while also being commercially successful. Vistara has challenged status quo from the very beginning, and we
want to continue innovating, finding newer ways to delight our
customers and redefine air travel.
SP’s: Was it difficult to integrate the corporate philosophies of
two legacies in Asia – Tata Group and Singapore Airlines?
Thng: Any strategic partnership is based on the alignment of
fundamental values of the partners. Tata and Singapore Airlines
may have different businesses, but both organisations follow a
common purpose of enhancing the quality of life of the people
and communities they serve. Vistara has, therefore, naturally
inherited very strong values and stands committed to delivering
customer-centricity at every touchpoint. Having said that, we
have a distinctive culture of our own as an organisation built
carefully with a new-age outlook, while incorporating values
and traditions of our parent companies.

tinuation in terms of the fleet we already have. At the same time,
to be a global airline, we cannot restrict ourselves to domestic
and regional international routes. To expand into medium and
long haul international markets, we evaluated our options and
found the Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner aircraft to be the best fit for
us to support the thought-through expansion roadmap we have
envisaged for Vistara.
Thng (B): With so many unique attributes, product and service differentiators, it is evident that we’re not chasing the
competition, but creating a unique space for ourselves in the
market. Whether it is the domestic market or international,
we will continue to invest in making our product and service
relevant with the changing times to offer an unparalleled air
travel experience. We see a great demand in India for a better
flying experience on international routes, and we believe that
our globally applauded service standards will make a significant difference for people travelling from India to other parts
of the world and vice versa to experience Indian hospitality in
the true sense with a contemporary, global touch.
Thng (C): It may suffice to say that we’re adequately funded
at present, and both our parent organisations are quite upbeat
about what we can make of Vistara. They are confident of and
remain deeply committed to our growth plan.

SP’s: Recently you made news with –
• A deal of $3.1 billion for a total of 19 aircraft including 13 Air- SP’s: It is understood that you hope to start international operations by end of this year. Can you provide us with some details
bus and 6 Boeing;
• That you also have a firm plan to get another total of 37 new on which all routes and frequency of flights, etc.?
A320neos/A321s through operating lease. Our questions in Thng: We will begin flying to international destinations within
the range of our existing fleet of Airbus A320neo aircraft howthe above context are:
A. What is the idea behind the mix of Airbus (13) and Boeing (6)? ever, it is premature for us to comment on the routes and the
Can you indicate on your criteria of selection of this interest- frequency of flights. At present, we’re in the process of seeking
necessary approvals from various authorities and finalizing our
ing mix?
B: What kind of market leadership you plan to have after hav- international operations plan.
ing acquired the above stated size of
SP’s: Your website speaks about charaircraft fleet?
ter services. What kind of services does
C: Would you like to share as to how
that offer? Does that involve any fleet of
do you plan to fund these expansion
business jets?
plans?
“Vistara has
Thng: No, we use our existing fleet
Thng (A): We have always wanted to
naturally inherited
for charter services, as some of our
become a global airline, which means
customers such as corporate groups,
very strong
we will go international, but at the same
organisations, tour operators or inditime the domestic market remains very
values and stands
viduals require a dedicated aircraft to
important and a key asset for Vistara.
committed to
take them to a destination within the
We will continue to densify our
country, which may even be beyond our
domestic network and embark on shortdelivering customerexisting network.
haul international routes to begin with.
centricity at every
The recently placed order for Airbus
SP’s: Would you like to comment on Indian
touchpoint”
A320/A321neo family of aircraft is the
Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) policies
best choice for us, as there will be a con-

www.sps-aviation.com
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and the responsiveness towards aviation business in India?
Thng: It is heartening to see that the MoCA has rolled out some
very ambitious initiatives in the recent past. It has revisited
existing policies and introduced new ones that are pro-business
and pro-consumer, in consultation with all stakeholders. The
government’s vision of enabling a billion passenger trips a year
addresses several needs, the most important being that of a better infrastructure. We’re very hopeful that these steps coupled
with the growing demand for air travel in India will elevate the
country’s position in the global market.

and an unrivalled inflight experience remain constant regardless of the fare type one chooses. This pay-for-what-you-value
approach is especially designed for the new-age travellers that
has redefined full-service flying, yet again.

SP’s: What do you think of the Government’s initiative UDAN?
Do you foresee a role towards the RCS (Regional Connectivity
Scheme)?
Thng: We support the government’s UDAN scheme and view it as
a landmark step in Indian aviation, which will make the industry
more sustainable and will significantly contribute to the country’s economic growth. Due to our relatively small scale and size
at present and absence of suitable aircraft to operate on routes
under the scheme, we could not participate in it. However, we do
not rule out the possibility of doing so in the future.

SP’s: Any interest towards acquisition of Air India which in fact has
a major historical connect with Tatas?
Thng: The priority of our shareholders is to focus on Vistara’s
expansion.

SP’s: How is your airline addressing the persistent shortage of
cockpit crew in India?
Thng: Pilot shortage is a global phenomenon today. Our priority
remains to train our own pilots and build an internal pipeline to
focus on organic growth and become self-sufficient for the long-term.

SP’s: How will you rate Vistara’s performance and growth from
its inception till now? Have the targets been met?
Thng: At Vistara, we have followed a long-term measured growth
plan and considering that, we are quite on the right track in our
journey. In fact, we’re overwhelmed by the love of millions of
travellers who have made Vistara their preferred airline, and all
the honours awarded to us
in such a short span of time
testify this.
We flew more customers in the last one year than
we did in the first two years
since starting operations.
Though our fleet expanded
by about 40 per cent since
March 2017, the number of
passengers we flew more
than doubled in the same
period. Our load factors are
mostly the highest among
full service carriers, consistently clocking in the range
of 85-90 per cent every
month. We recorded our
highest-ever load factor in
February this year at 91.2
per cent, which by all logic,
is phenomenal for a carrier with three cabin classes. The occupancy in our Economy class is usually close to 95 per cent, which
is amongst the highest in the industry. It is also important to note
that this is achieved while maintaining our record of having some
of the lowest cancellation and customer
complaint rates in the industry.

SP’s: As the Indian market
remains heavily cost-sensitive, do you really see a very
strong future for a full-frill
airline? Can you elaborate
how and why?
Thng: The Indian market
is unique because there’s
room for everyone to grow.
Whether it is for a low-cost
carrier or a full-service one
like ourselves, there are so
many segments of travellers
in the country with varied
preferences and spending
capacity that diverse business models can easily coexist. The one-size-fits-all-all
approach cannot work in
India, and that’s why opportunities for everyone only
multiply. Our growth in the last three years clearly demonstrate
that people are ready to pay a reasonable premium to fly with
Vistara only because they see value in our product and service.
On the other hand, millennials are a generation that’s changing the definition of travel, making it an
essential part of their individual growth.
Naturally, that means they don’t just
go for any option that comes their way,
“Our growth in the
but carefully make decisions when it
comes to travelling, including the airline
last three years
they fly. We recently introduced ‘Vistara
clearly
demonstrate
Freedom Fares’, which is an intuitive,
menu-based pricing model designed to
that people are ready
empower customers with the freedom to
to pay a reasonable
choose the kind of fare and services that
premium to fly with
suit them best, giving them the freedom
to plan their journeys, their way. It lets
Vistara only because
our customers choose from thoughtfully
they see value in our
bundled features and services at different price points or select them à-la-carte.
product and service”
However, world-class service standards
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SP’s: How has been the financial performance of your airline, till now? Do you
find that satisfactory? Would you like to
share your key steps towards constant
improvements?
Thng: As a matter of policy, we will
not be able to share specifics. However, I could say that we’re continuously recording improvement on two
key indicators of our financial performance, RASK and CASK, as they’re
moving in the right direction. We are
seeing a declining trend for CASK and
an improving trend for RASK. SP
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Aircraft purchase

Before you put a business
jet on your company
radar, know your 4-Cs

Photograph: Karthik Kumar / SP Guide PuBNS

By Simon Davies, Sales Director, Global Jet Capital
Why are more Indian companies choosing to fly private
aircraft? As you can imagine, the benefits are numerous. Think
of them as the four “Cs”:
• comfort,
• convenience,
• capacity and
• cost-efficiency.
The fact that flying private offers unmatched comfort compared to the commercial alternative goes without saying. But
there is also greater convenience for you, your team members
and above all—your clients. Greater privacy and less hassles:
no airport crowds, no lost luggage, and fewer flight cancellations or delays. Business aircraft
deliver a measurable increase in
your organization’s overall capacity.
It’s simply the capability to extend
or expand your business in places
you never thought possible and the
opportunity for you and your staff
to get more done in less time, while
exceeding client demands.
Of course, the more elusive
fourth C is perhaps the most challenging for C-level managers to
realize. Cost-efficiency. It isn’t a
term one associates with operating
business aircraft. However, there is
one reason why it should be: Operating Leases.
Operating leases are an
increasingly popular financing tool
that allows business aircraft users
to gain access to private aircraft. In an operating lease financing
structure, you can: enter into a sale and leaseback arrangement
for your pre-owned jet; identify a jet to purchase; or assign your
purchase contracts to your new, on-order jet. And, in each of
these scenarios, you do not take ownership of the aircraft, but
have full use of it as if you do. This means your crew, your pilot
and your flight path; with less risk, more freed up capital and
the ability to change aircraft easily at the end of lease.
Using traditional loan financing represents a significant
allocation of capital into a depreciating asset. However, with
an operating lease, up to 100% of the aircraft’s market value
can be funded. Clients typically only have to fund the security
deposit, import duties and VAT (Value Added Tax), and certain
other transaction costs at closing. This allows high net worth
individuals and corporations the opportunity to gain access to
a long-range jet without having to tie up significant amounts of
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capital in a non-core asset. Further, importing an aircraft into
India on an operating lease can significantly reduce the impact
of taxes and duties applicable to the aircraft, ultimately saving
you money.
Shift The Risk
Operating leases shift the risk of ownership to the lessor and
away from the lessee. At the end of the operating lease, the
customer simply returns the aircraft. The value of the asset at
the end of the lease is the lessor’s issue, not the customer’s.
Other factors that can go into making an operating lease more
attractive are things like a slump in global equity markets, or an
excess supply of pre-owned aircraft. All affect the future value of
private aircraft, but with an operating lease the customer has no
exposure to any of these events.
At the end of the loan term,
when it comes time to sell your aircraft, cost of ownership can jump
if you end up not being able to sell
in a timely manner, or if the net
proceeds fall short of your ideal
expectations. With an operating
lease, there is a shift of the residual
value risk to the lender, which provides the customer with a certainty
of cost associated with the term of
use for an aircraft. In short, you
know what you are getting into
and eventually, getting out of.
Along with allocation of capital, no residual value risk and certainty of cost, you get an additional benefit with an operation lease – flexibility. If you are
interested in moving into a different aircraft model at the end of
your lease, an operating lease model allows for this seamlessly.
You can upgrade to the latest technology aircraft, adjust the size
or capabilities of it to reflect a changing mission profile, or seek
to extend the lease on your current aircraft.
In India, the trend towards operating leases is growing
because it’s simply more efficient to lease an aircraft than to
buy one. Operating leases also allow you to reduce the complexity of typical regulations that can make purchasing aircraft
more of a challenge in certain regions.
So, now that you know your 4Cs of business aircraft operation: comfort, convenience, capacity and cost-efficiency with the
advantages of an operating lease, private aircraft ownership for
your enterprise in India is less elusive than first thought. SP
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Aircraft leasing company Hi Fly opened a new chapter in
A380 operations by offering the very large Airbus jetliner
on wet lease with the aircraft provided to users with crew,
maintenance and insurance; this A380 was flown to UK for
display at Farnborough Airshow 2018

ASTONISHING
NUMBERS
Dispelling all speculation of a dull show due to the shadow of Brexit, Farnborough saw
attendance from around 100 countries, 80,000 visitors and a record Chinese presence

Photograph: Airbus

By Rohit Srivastava

Considered as the foremost Airshow of the world,
Farnborough International Airshow (FIA) 2018 witnessed some
crazy billions in terms of aircraft deals. Probably for the first
time in any Airshow such numbers were discussed. This is
when the global aviation industry is coming out of recession.
Going by the numbers, one can say that in the near future, aviation industry most certainly, is going to fly very high. According
to the show release, “The Farnborough International Airshow
2018 has seen $192 billion in deals, up by $67.5 billion from
the previous edition of the Airshow in 2016.” This includes
deals of over 1,400 commercial aircraft valued at $154 billion
and around 1,432 aero engines for $21.96 billion. The numbers
are staggering indeed!
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Calling the numbers as a sign of the confidence of the aerospace industry, the Chief Executive of Farnborough International Airshow, Gareth Rogers said, “Going into the airshow,
the industry backlog is at a record high, in excess of 14,000
aircraft on the order books. The major deals announced this
week demonstrate how confident the aerospace industry is and
the role of Farnborough International Airshow as an economic
barometer.” “The Farnborough International Airshow continues
to be at the epicentre of the aerospace community and we look
forward to growing this pivotal role over the next two years as
we head towards the Airshow in 2020,” he added.
Dispelling all speculation of a dull show due to Brexit, Farnborough saw attendance from around 100 countries and a record
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Chinese presence. This edition witnessed more than 80,000 visitors which was nearly ten per cent more than the previous year.
“The Delegations Programme saw major growth up by 20 per
cent with a total of 156 civil and military delegations. Military
delegations saw a rise of 30 per cent to 133. Overall, 831 meetings
took place with 201 companies,” FIA said in a statement. “The airline customer asserted itself with a 163 per cent increase in attendance. Ten airline CEOs attended a roundtable event,” it added.
The Airshow was inaugurated by the British Prime Minister Theresa May along with Gareth Rogers, Chief Executive of
Farnborough International. In her inaugural speech, the Brirish
Prime Minister said, “This is an incredibly exciting time for
aerospace. Not only is there a huge growth potential, but many
of the developments taking place have the potential to transform the way we fly.”
The Airshow was attended by 1500 exhibitors from 48
countries and there were 29 country pavilions, six more than in
2016. One of the highlights of the Airshow was the 70 per cent
increase in Chinese presence as compared with that in 2016. In
terms of display, the visitors got to see 84 aircraft on static display and 34 on flying display. Out of these displays, Mitsubishi
MRJ, Airbus A330neo, Airbus A220, Red Bull Air Race, Embraer
E190-E2, Embraer KC-390 and Lockheed Martin LM-100J
made their debut.

rently operates a fleet of four A320 family aircraft serving destinations in the Middle East, Europe, Africa and Asia from its
home base in Kuwait.
Boeing, SparkCognition Join Hands
Boeing and artificial intelligence (AI) technology leader SparkCognition announced their collaboration to deliver unmanned
aircraft system traffic management (UTM) solutions which may
revolutionise air transport. They will use artificial intelligence

The Lockheed Martin LM-100J “FireHerc”
During the Airshow, the US aerospace major Lockheed Martin,
introduced the LM-100J “FireHerc,” a civil-certified firefighting air tanker variant of the medium size airlifter C-130J Super
Hercules used by 18 nations across the globe. It is an updated
version of the legacy L-100 commercial Hercules freighter. “With
the presence of wildfires increasing on a global scale, there is a
real-time need to provide more advanced assets to protect our
people, communities and the environment,” said George Shultz,
Vice President and General Manager, Air Mobility & Maritime
Missions at Lockheed Martin. “As a variant of the C-130J Super
Hercules, the FireHerc delivers a powerful combination of established performance advantages and innovative technology that
will truly change the way we fight and defeat wildfires.”

Photographs: Boeing, Embraer

Undisclosed Lessor Commits to 80 A320neo Aircraft
Airbus announced signing of a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with a leading global lessor for 80 A320neo family aircraft. The agreement was completed during the Farnborough
Airshow 2018. Engine selection for the aircraft will be made at
a later date. Featuring the widest single-aisle cabin in the sky,
the efficient A320neo family aircraft incorporate the very latest
technologies including new generation engines and Sharklets,
which together deliver more than 15 per cent saving in fuel
consumption and reduction in emission of CO2 from day one
and 20 per cent by 2020. There will be 50 per cent reduction in
noise levels as well. With more than 6,100 orders by over 100
customers, the A320neo family of airliners have captured some
60 per cent of the market.
Kuwait’s Wataniya Airways to Add 25 A320neo Aircraft
Golden Falcon Aviation, the exclusive aircraft provider of
Wataniya Airways, has confirmed an order for 25 Airbus
A320neo family aircraft. The order follows an earlier MoU
announced at the Airshow in Dubai last year. The firm order
was signed during the Farnborough International Airshow by
Rakan Al-Tuwaijri, Chief Executive Officer of Golden Falcon
Aviation and Eric Schulz, Airbus Chief Commercial Officer.
Wataniya Airways resumed operations in July 2017 and cur-
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(top) Boeing, Vistara Confirm Agreement for Up to Ten
787 Dreamliners at FIA 2018; (above) E190-E2 Shark Profit Hunter Air
display at Farnborough Airshow 2018

and blockchain technologies to track unmanned air vehicles in
flight and allocate traffic corridors and routes to ensure safe and
secure air transportation. Through this collaboration, they will
also provide a standardised programming interface to support
package delivery, industrial inspection and other commercial
applications. Boeing HorizonX Ventures previously invested in
SparkCognition to support its development of a cognitive, datadriven analytics platform for the safety, security and reliability
of data technology. “By taking a holistic approach that combines
Boeing’s strength in technological innovation with new business models and nontraditional partnerships, we are laying the
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foundation for the future commercial mobility ecosystem,” said
Steve Nordlund, who will lead Boeing NeXt in addition to his
role as Vice President of Boeing HorizonX. “Estimated by some
analysts at $3 trillion, the urban aerial mobility opportunity will
lead to the creation of the largest new market in our lifetimes,”
said Amir Husain, founder and CEO of SparkCognition.

“Wataniya will not only be the first E2 operator in the Middle
East, but also the worldwide launch customer of our staggeredseat business class, which will establish a new level of comfort
in business class for crossover narrow-body jets.” The airline
will configure the E195-E2 in comfortable layout of 118 seats,
with 12 in business class and 106 in economy class.

Boeing’s Market Forecast
In its annual Commercial Market Outlook (CMO) for commercial airplanes, revealed during the Airshow, Boeing indicated
that over the next 20 years, it expects rising passenger traffic and upcoming airplane retirements to drive the need for
42,730 new jets valued at $6.3 trillion. The global airline fleets
will also sustain growing demand for commercial aviation services, leading to a total market opportunity of $15 trillion.
The company’s annual forecast include detailed analysis of
the dynamic aviation services market recognised as an industry benchmark for global air travel forecasting. The 2018 CMO
projects the total number of airplanes increasing by 4.1 per
cent over the previous forecast. “For the first time in years, we
are seeing economies growing in every region of the world.
This synchronised growth is providing greater stimulus for
global air travel. We are seeing strong traffic trends not only
in the emerging markets of China and India, but also in the
mature markets of Europe and North America,” said Randy
Tinseth, Vice President of Commercial Marketing for The Boeing Company. “Along with continued traffic expansion, the data
shows a big retirement wave approaching as older airplanes
are phased out of the global fleet.”
According to fleet data, there are more than 900 airplanes
today that are over 25 years old. By the mid 2020’s, more than
500 airplanes a year will reach 25 years of age – double the
current rate – fueling the retirement wave. Tinseth said the data
explains why 44 per cent of the new airplanes inducted by airlines will be needed to cover replacement alone, while the rest
will support future growth.

Photographs: Dassault Aviation, Safran

Embraer, Helvetic Airways Sign Letter of Intent
Embraer and Zurich-based Helvetic Airways signed a Letter of
Intent (LoI) for 12 E190-E2 airliners and purchase rights for a
further 12, with conversion rights to the E195-E2. If executed,
the deal will be valued at S1.5 billion. The first 12 E190-E2
aircraft will begin replacing Helvetic’s five Fokker 100s and
seven E190s, starting in late 2019 and completing in autumn of
2021. The purchase options for a further 12 aircraft (E190-E2
or E195-E2) will enable Helvetic Airways to grow according to
market opportunities and demand.
Kuwait’s Wataniya Airways Signs a Contract for the
E195-E2
In a deal that will see the Middle East’s
first E2 operator, Embraer, during the
Airshow, signed a firm order for 10
E195-E2 airliners with Kuwaiti airline, Wataniya Airways. The contract
also includes follow on order for ten
more aircraft. The order has an estimated value of $1.3 billion at current
list prices, with all the purchase rights
being confirmed. The deliveries will
begin in 2020. “It is great to welcome
Wataniya Airways to the E-Jets operator family”, said John Slattery, President
& CEO, Embraer Commercial Aviation.

(top) Dassault falcon 900LX display at FIA 2018;
(above) LEAP-1B- exclusive powerplant for the Boeing 737 MAX

Embraer and Republic Airways Sign LoI
Embraer and Republic Airways, the world’s largest E-Jet operator, announced signing of an LOI for a
firm order of 100 E175, with the right
to convert to the E175-E2 model and
purchase rights for an additional 100
E175 aircraft. If all purchase rights are
exercised, the contract would a value of
up to $9.3 billion based on current list
prices.
“We are pleased to expand our partnership with Republic Airways as one
of our largest and most valuable customers,” said John Slattery, President
& CEO, Embraer Commercial Aviation.
“With a relationship spanning 20 years,

Kuwait’s Wataniya
Airways will be the
first E2 operator in
the Middle East as
also the worldwide
launch customer for
this airliner
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we are immensely honoured to continue being an integral
part of their success as they expand their fleet with additional
E175s. Republic Airways is a critical component of Embraer’s
history and we are absolutely committed to providing a product
that appeals to their customers while delivering solutions that
increase profitability.”

ket,” said Richard Greener, Senior Vice President and Manager
GECAS Cargo Aircraft Group. “With the total firm and option
aircraft commitments now at fifty Boeing 737-800BCFs, GECAS
will commit nearly $1.5 billion worth of 737-800s with conversions to the narrow body freighter sector,” he added.
The commercial aircraft leasing and financing arm of General Electric is the launch customer of the new Boeing 737800BCF. It took delivery of the first converted jet in April and
leased it to a Swedish cargo carrier. “The Boeing 737-800BCF
is a great example of how Boeing’s Global Services business
can extend the life of an airplane with new technology and
help operators reduce their operating costs,” said Ihssane
Mounir, Senior Vice President of Commercial Sales and Marketing for The Boeing Company. “We are delighted that GECAS
intends to commit to a big repeat order for the airplane. We
look forward to finalising this deal and adding to their worldclass portfolio.”
LEAP Engines for Aviation Capital Group
CFM International and Aviation Capital Group LLC (ACG)
announced the selection of LEAP-1A engines to power 10 Airbus A320neo family aircraft. ACG has also secured the option
to purchase 18 additional LEAP-1A engines to power Airbus
A320neo family aircraft. This firm engine order is valued at
$300 million at list prices. “LEAP technology is delivering
some impressive operating economics,” said Khanh T. Tran,
CEO of ACG. “The engines in service are providing very high
daily utilisation rate and significant fuel burn savings, resulting in enhanced value for our airline customers.” In addition,
the two sides also announced an order for LEAP-1B engines
to power 20 additional Boeing 737 MAX aircraft. CFM values
the order at $528 million at list prices. “We are pleased by
what we have seen of the LEAP-1B-powered Boeing 737 MAX
in commercial service,” said Khanh T. Tran, CEO of ACG. “Our
customers like this airplane and it is proving to be a very good
investment for ACG.”

Photographs: Airbus, Boeing

(top) A330-900neo; (above) Boeing 737 MAX 8

Agreement Between Boeing and
GECAS
Boeing and GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS) signed an agreement
for 35 additional Boeing 737-800 Converted Freighters (CF) at the Airshow.
The deal, which includes 20 firm orders
and an option for 15 more, would take
the order book of GECAS for Boeing
737-800BCF aircraft from 15 to 50 and
enable GECAS to serve the growing
express air cargo market. “This order
and future commitment with Boeing,
reflects the confidence GECAS has in
the Boeing 737-800BCF to replace and
grow the narrow body freighter mar-
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Airbus A220-300 Aircraft for Future US Airline
A new US airline start-up announced a commitment for 60
Airbus A220-300 aircraft with deliveries beginning in 2021.
The Memorandum of Understanding was revealed at the Farnborough Air Show. This new airline is backed up by a group of
experienced investors led by David Neeleman, founder of JetBlue, investor in TAP in Portugal and controlling shareholder
in Azul airlines in Brazil. “After years of US airline consolidation, the conditions are improving for a new generation of US
airlines to emerge, focused on passenger service and satisfaction,” said David Neeleman, majority investor in the new
venture. “The Airbus A220 will enable
us to serve thinner routes in comfort
without compromising cost, especially
on longer-range missions. With deliveries starting in 2021, we will have
ample time to assemble a world-class
management team and another winning business model.” “This decision
by the startup US airline for the Airbus A220 as the platform on which to
launch their new business model, is a
testament to the passenger appeal and
operating economics of this outstanding aircraft,” said Eric Schulz, Chief
Commercial Officer for Airbus. “This
commitment confirms the important

The new Global
Services Forecast by
Airbus predicts a $4.6
trillion worldwide
market for
commercial aircraft
services in the period
2018 to 2037
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position the Airbus A220 aircraft now occupies in our Airbus
single-aisle portfolio.”

high density domestic routes as well as on popular destinations throughout Asia.

Market Forecast by Airbus
The new Global Services Forecast by Airbus predicts a $4.6 trillion worldwide market for commercial aircraft services in the
period 2018 to 2037. The new analysis is based on a threeway market segmentation, respectively focusing on the aircraft,
airline operation, and passenger experience. Aircraft-focused
lifecycle services represent the largest segment of growth and
include maintenance, spares pool access, tooling, technical
training and system upgrades which are needed to keep the
airlines aircraft flying. This market represents a cumulative
value of $2.2 trillion over the 20-year period – growing from
$76 billion per annum in 2018 to more than $160 billion per
annum by 2037.

Boeing’s Commitment for 100 Boeing 737 MAX
Airplanes
Boeing reached an agreement with an unidentified customer

Airbus at Farnborough Airshow 2018
Airbus announced strong commercial aircraft business during the Farnborough Airshow 2018, with successes across its
broad product portfolio – including the new A220 and A330neo
families. Airbus came into the show with orders booked already
in 2018 for 177 single aisle and 84 wide body airliners, complemented by a pre-show order for 60 A220-300s. During the
Airshow, the company won further new business for 431 aircraft (93 firm orders and 338 MoUs). These 431 commitments
comprise 60 A220-300s, 304 Airbus A320 Family aircraft, 42
Airbus A330neos and 25 Airbus A350 XWBs. Notably, the commitment for 42 airliners of the new Airbus A330neo includes
both the -800 and -900 models – a strong endorsement at the
Airshow for this family of airliners.

Photographs: ASDS Media, Leonardo

ALC Places Order for CFM LEAP-1B Engines
Air Lease Corporation (ALC) has finalised an order for additional CFM International LEAP-1B engines valued at $2.3 billion at list prices. These engines are to power 83 Boeing 737
MAX aircraft, the deal for which was announced earlier on. ALC
specialises in purchasing new commercial aircraft and leasing
them to its airline customers worldwide through customised
leasing and financing solutions. “The LEAP-1B is performing
exceptionally well in airline services,” said Gaël Méheust, President and CEO of CFM International. “This continued vote of
confidence from ALC signifies that they recognise the real value
that the LEAP-1B delivers. Ten years after we launched this
engine programme, we are proud to say that we met all of our
commitment to our customers.” In addition, ALC has selected
CFM International’s advanced LEAP-1A engine to power 34
previously announced Airbus A321neo aircraft in an order valued at just over $1.0 billion at list prices.
Boeing, Vietjet Sign Agreement
for Boeing 737Max Airliners
Boeing and VietJet signed an MoU for
an additional 100 Boeing 737 MAX airplanes. The agreement, which includes
80 Boeing 737 MAX 10s and 20 Boeing 737 MAX 8s, is valued at more
than $12.7 billion at current list prices.
The Vietnamese low-cost carrier will
become the largest Boeing 737 MAX
10 customer in Asia once the deal is
completed. VietJet plans to leverage the
added capacity of the Boeing 737MAX
10 to satisfy the surging demand on
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(TOP) BAE Systems Tempest Fighter Jet Model; (above) Leonardo’s
upgraded Brazilian Navy Super Lynx Mk21A

for an additional 100 Boeing 737 MAX airplanes, the company
announced. The commitment carries a
list-price value of $11.7 billion and will
be reflected on Boeing’s Orders and
Deliveries website once it is finalised.
With more than
“We are honoured that so many cus6,100 orders by over
tomers continue to see the unmatched
value of the Boeing 737 MAX airplane
100 customers, the
family and are coming back to place
A320neo family
repeat orders. This is a significant comof airliners have
mitment that reflects the strong demand
for the Boeing 737 MAX airliners and
captured some
the health of the single-aisle market,”
60 per cent of the
said Ihssane Mounir, Senior Vice President of Commercial Sales & Marketing
market
for The Boeing Company.
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Republic Airlines orders 100 CF34-8E-powered E-jets
Republic Airlines ordered 100 CF34-8E-powered Embraer
E170/175 regional jets. The engines are valued at more than $1.4
billion at list prices. “With this order, Republic Airlines will be the
largest operator of CF34-8E-powered Embraer E170/175 aircraft
with close to 300 aircraft, and we are proud to partner with Repub-

Boeing Bags Orders and Commitments for $100 Billion
Boeing strengthened its position as the leader of the global
aerospace industry, booking historic orders and showcasing its
innovation and strategy for growth at the Farnborough International Airshow 2018. At the close of the industry portion of the
Airshow, Boeing announced a total of $98.4 billion in orders and
commitments for commercial airplanes at list prices and $2.1
billion in commercial and defence services orders and agreements. Boeing marked an outstanding week for order capture
in commercial aviation, with customers announcing 673 orders
and commitments in total, reflecting a continued resurgence in
demand for freighters and strong order activity for the Boeing
737 MAX and Boeing 787 passenger airplanes. Boeing secured
48 orders and commitments for the Boeing 777F, five for the
Boeing 747-8F, reflecting continued strengthening in the cargo
market globally. Customers also continued to demonstrate a
strong preference for Boeing’s passenger airplane portfolio,
with 52 orders for the Boeing 787 and 564 for single-aisle Boeing 737 MAX, including a major commitment from VietJet for
100 airplanes and strong demand for the largest variant of the
Boeing 737 MAX family, with 110 orders and commitments for
the Boeing 737 MAX 10 airliners.
Britain unveils its Tempest fighter jet model
It is not yet clear whether the newly unveiled Tempest would be
piloted aircraft or a drone. The next generation concept aircraft
which is expected to replace Euro Fighter Typhoon, to everyone’s surprise, resembles the existing fifth generation fighters.
The model was unveiled with UK’s future Combat Air Strategy
by the Ministry of Defence.
According to BAE Systems, it “is working alongside the UK
Government, the Ministry of Defence, the Royal Air Force and
industry partners MBDA, Rolls-Royce and Leonardo to develop
technologies to support the UK’s world-leading combat air
capability today and into the future.”
The aircraft will be designed and integrated by the BAE
Systems. It’s propulsion will come from Rolls Royce whereas
Leonardo will contribute sensors and avionics. And MBDA will
provide adavanced weapon systems. The project is expected to
get GBP 2 billion of development money.

(top) Aero VODOCHODY and IAI introduced multirole F/A-259 Striker
aircraft; (above) Raytheon demoNSTRATEs small x-band precision
approach radar

Photographs: Aero, Raytheon

lic and Embraer on this significant milestone for all of us,” says Chaker Chahrour,
Vice President and General Manager of
Global Sales & Marketing at GE Aviation.
Orders for GE Aviation and CFM
GE Aviation and CFM International, a
50/50 company of GE and Safran Aircraft Engines, received more than $22
billion in orders and commitments for
its jet engines and services at Farnborough Airshow 2018. Orders and commitments for engines included more
than 850 LEAP and CFM56 engines, 250
CF34 engines, close to 100 GE90-115B
engines and around 50 GEnx engines.
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Leonardo Maintains DIRCM Export Drive, Signs Middle
Eastern Customer
Leonardo, during the Airshow announced that it has secured
a customer in the Middle East region for its ‘Miysis’ Directed
InfraRed Counter Measure (DIRCM) system. The product will
be provided to the end user to protect aircraft from advanced
heat-seeking missiles.
Over the last few years, the global
demand for DIRCM systems has dramatically increased as an aircraft’s standard countermeasures, such as decoy
flares, are no longer able to defeat the
latest generation of infrared guided
missiles. The Miysis DIRCM can defeat
these threats. It works by accurately
locating and tracking an inbound missile and then shining a high-powered
laser onto the missile’s targeting sensors, confusing the missile and directing it away from the aircraft. Because
of the high-level of engineering expertise required to create such technology,
DIRCM systems are only available from

Over the next 20
years, Boeing
expects rising
passenger traffic and
upcoming airplane
retirements to drive
the need for 42,730
new jets valued at
$6.3 trillion
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a handful of providers. Leonardo is part of this elite group, with
three decades of experience in designing and manufacturing
DIRCM technology. The Miysis system contains the latest DIRCM
technology and is designed and manufactured by Leonardo in
the UK, meaning that it is readily exportable around the world.
Leonardo Marks Major Success For OSPREY AESA Radar
Leonardo, at the Airshow, highlighted the success of its
Osprey Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar family, announcing that more than 40 Osprey radars have been
ordered by eight different customers. Leonardo expects Osprey
to continue to rapidly grow its market share as it remains the
only radar of its type available to offer full spherical coverage
with no moving parts.
Osprey is already on-board Norway’s new Leonardo AW101
search and rescue helicopters, which have now started to be
delivered, and has also been selected by the US Navy to equip its
new MQ-8C Fire Scout unmanned helicopters. The reasons for
the success of Osprey include exceptional mission performance
and low through life costs due to its innovative AESA design.

space Industries, world leader in defense systems technologies,
introduced cost-effective, combat proven fighter attack aircraft.
The F/A-259 Striker is a multirole aircraft for close air support,
counter-insurgency operations and border patrolling with interception capabilities.
The F/A-259 Striker combines the robustness and effectiveness of its successful predecessor, the L-159 Alca, with the latest
advances in avionics and aircraft systems technology. Powered
by the same “best in its class” Honeywell F124 engine and using
benefits of a wet wing, F/A-259 Striker provides superior performance, great maneuverability, and a high range.
US Army selects Raytheon for near-term counterUAS mission
The U.S. Army will use Raytheon Company’s Coyote® unmanned
aircraft system and the KRFS radar (Ku band radio frequency
system) to counter the escalating threat of enemy unmanned
aerial vehicles in the skies above the battlefield.

Photograph: Airbus

Cobham VigilOX™ Pilot Breathing Sensors Fly on F-18
and T-45
Cobham, during the Airshow, announced it’s support for
NAVAIR F-18 and T-45 test flights with its Cobham VigilOX™
breathing sensors, as acknowledged by Rear Admiral Sara
Joyner during the House Armed Services Committee Hearing in
February, 2018. VigilOX™ is the first pilot worn sensing system
to comprehensively capture real-time physiological, breathing
gas, and cockpit environmental data during flight, which will be
used to help inform conditions around unexplained physiological episodes.
Cobham, along with the NAVAIR test team and aerospace
physiologists, are processing and reviewing the data, which
will be correlated to reported hypoxia-like symptoms in support of root cause corrective action. This data will form the
basis of a predictive algorithm that will ultimately drive oxygen
equipment to automatically adjust oxygen dose as needed to
protect the pilot.
SNC & IAI Partner To Co-Develop A Tactical VTOL UAS
Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) signed a strategic agreement
with Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) to support development of
a new tactical Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) Unmanned
Aircraft System (UAS) for the US market. The companies see
great potential in this collaboration for special mission applications in the American tactical UAS market over the next decade
as the increased use of unmanned aircraft continues to enhance
the operational flexibility, safety and effectiveness of US military
air operations.
The VTOL UAS will give forward-positioned units the ability to deploy expeditionary wide-area UAS Intelligence, Surveillance Reconnaissance (ISR) assets in austere environments
without needing access to a runway, while providing increased
safety and reduced risk throughout the range of operations and
mission locations.
This agreement builds on a five-year relationship between
the two companies, combining SNC’s experience developing
and testing customizable UAS in various launch conditions and
environments with IAI’s vast expertise and capabilities to create
an innovative VTOL solution for the tactical UAS market.
AERO VODOCHODY And IAI Introduced Multirole F/A-259
Aero, the biggest Czech aircraft manufacturer, and Israeli Aero-
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(Left-right): DSTA Chief Executive Tan Peng Yam; DSTA Director Air
Systems Ngiam Le Na; Airbus Defence and Space Head of Military
Aircraft Services Stephan Miegel; and Airbus Defence and Space Head
of Military Aircraft, Fernando Alonso after the signing at FIA 2018.

Equipped with an advanced seeker and warhead, the
Coyote-enabled system can successfully identify and eliminate threat UAVs when paired with an advanced electronically
scanned array KRFS radar, which acquires and accurately
tracks all sizes of UAS threats.
Coyote is a small, expendable and tube-launched UAS. It
can be deployed from the ground, air or a ship. Coyotes can be
flown individually or netted together in swarms, and they are
adaptable for a variety of missions including surveillance, electronic warfare and strike.
Raytheon demoNSTRATEs small x-band precision
approach radar
Raytheon Company’s Intelligence, Information and Services
business, during the airshow, demonstrated its Low-Power
Radar’s ability to provide precision approach guidance to landing aircraft from 15 nautical miles, which is five more than the
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current capability, to military officials representing the US Navy,
Army and Air Force in Brooksville, Fla.
LPR is a small, one-meter square Active Electronically
Scanned Array, or AESA, multi-mission x-band radar ideal for
precision approach landings, aviation surveillance, precision
weather observations, and small drone detection and tracking.
LPR’s origin as a weather radar gives it an advanced dualpolarization capability that allows it to discern between heavy
rain, hail, snow and sleet. It can also detect non-meteorological
echoes from ground clutter, birds, and tornado debris. It does
this by transmitting and receiving both horizontal and vertical
polarizations, unlike most radars that only transmit and receive
radio waves with a single polarization.
Airbus & Singapore to Co-Develop Digital Services
for Military Aircraft
Airbus and Singapore’s Defence Science and Technology
Agency (DSTA) have agreed upon details of the first initiative

collaboration will add on to the development of the new SmartForce suite of maintenance data analytics for Airbus, launched
at Farnborough.”
Japan Coast Guard Signs HCARE Smart for its
H225 Fleet
Japan Coast Guard (JCG) has signed with Airbus Helicopters for
an HCare Smart full-by-the-hour material management contract
for a period of five years. Beginning in July 2018, the contract
will cover comprehensive maintenance support, including partsby-the-hour for JCG’s H225 fleet. With the provision of all the
parts needed for the maintenance of the rotorcraft in one single
contract, this will yield better cost control and forecasting, as
well as more efficient day-to-day management for JCG. Earlier
this year, JCG had placed an additional order of H225 helicopter,
bringing its overall H225 fleet to a total of ten units by March
2021. The newly-signed HCare Smart contract will also cover the
ten H225s currently on order, of which five are already in service.
GA-ASI Expands Relationship with GKN Aerospace
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems (GA ASI) and GKN Aerospace signed a Letter of Interest (LOI) to collaborate on composite tails for GA-ASI’s Predator® B Remotely Piloted Aircraft
(RPA). “We are pleased to expand our relationship with GKN
Aerospace as part of our growing industrial collaboration team
in the UK,” said Linden Blue, CEO, GA-ASI. “We have seen the
results of GKN Aerospace’s extensive experience in advanced
composite manufacturing first-hand and look forward to working with its team.”
GA-ASI has been partnered with GKN Aerospace’s Fokker
business unit in the Netherlands since 2016 for production and
sustainment of Predator B/MQ-9 Reaper® landing gear subsystems. In April of this year, GKN Aerospace Deutschland and
GA-ASI entered into a Technical Assistance Agreement (TAA)
to expand GA-ASI’s carbon-composite manufacturing capabilities significantly by manufacturing major aero-structures for
MQ-9B SkyGuardian, the latest evolution of the multi-mission
Predator B, in Germany. Following the successful completion of
the required technical and commercial evaluations and agreement, GA-ASI also intends to perform composite manufacturing
for Predator B tail structures at GKN facilities in the UK.

Photograph: gov.sg

Tom Bell, Rolls-Royce President, Defence (left) and Tan Peng Yam,
Chief Executive, DSTA, signed an agreement for both organisations
to partner on digital service solutions on 18 July 2018 at the
Farnborough Airshow, UK.

under their recently announced digital technology collaboration which pertains to the development of 3D-printing of spare
parts to be initially tested on Singapore’s new fleet of Airbus
A330 Multi Role Tanker Transport (MRTT) aircraft. Under the
terms of the implementation agreement signed at the Farnborough international Airshow 2018, Airbus Defence and Space
will support DSTA in designing and certifying parts produced
by additive manufacturing for the Republic of Singapore Air
Force (RSAF) aircraft. Head of Military Aircraft Services at Airbus Defence and Space, Stephan Miegel, said, “It is absolutely
clear that digitalisation represents the future of military aircraft services and we are now at a point where we can begin
to explore the most promising techniques on operational fleets.
We greatly appreciate the innovative approach of DSTA in
going on this journey with us”. He went on to add “Following
this first agreement on 3D-printing, we have further agreed to
collaborate on data analytics for predictive maintenance. The
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DSTA and Rolls-Royce to Harness Digital
Technologies for Defence
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to partner on digital
service solutions was signed by Singapore’s Defence Science
and Technology Agency (DSTA) and Rolls-Royce at the Airshow. Collaboration between DSTA and Rolls-Royce will focus
on the use of data analytics and digital twins aimed at optimising the time and resources spent on engine maintenance
and thereby improving the availability and performance of the
Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) aircraft. These capabilities will potentially transform engine support and maintenance training. DSTA Chief Executive Tan Peng Yam said,
“Rolls-Royce supports an extensive and diverse fleet of aircraft, which provides a data source to dive deeper and generate insights on aircraft engine performance for defence. Partnering Rolls-Royce to co-develop data-driven digital solutions
will boost DSTA’s efforts in enhancing the efficiency of aircraft
maintenance and operations.” Tom Bell, Rolls-Royce President,
Defence, said: “We are delighted to have the opportunity to
work together with DSTA to develop exciting new digital technologies that will enable us to bring greater capability to the
Republic of Singapore Air Force.” SP
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rafale deal

IAF deserves
Rafale
Don’t hassle the deal
There must be serious introspection on how the government and
the opposition should debate defence acquisition in a constructive
manner and arrive at consensus without blocking the process

photograph: Dassault Aviation

By Air Chief Marshal S. Krishnaswamy (retd)

2019 is the election year in India and it is the time for
rising political debates. A winning point could make a winning
change in the outcome – or so it is believed. It does not matter
what the subject is, but it is important to get traction. One could
view the recent debates on the Rafale acquisition in this context.
The government has decided to acquire 36 Rafale fighter jets
directly from Dassault Aviation of France through an inter-governmental contract cancelling the decision made by the earlier
government, the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) to acquire 126
of these. With less than a year to commence delivery of the 36
now on order, the opposition has dug out some controversies surrounding the deal. From discrediting the deal to questioning the
Government and its motives for changing the terms of the deal
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from its original form, the public debate has taken an unpleasant turn. The opposition is well aware of the inability of the Government to publicly share the details of the contract due to the
secrecy clauses present in the various inter-governmental agreements. In response, the Government has been strong in its reactions to these allegations. Sadly, this retaliatory and hostile form
of political debate does not benefit anyone, least of all the nation.
There is a serious worry on our ability to cope with the demands
that may arise to secure our nation if the strength of the combat
fleet in the Indian Air Force (IAF) gets depleted as was happening.
Depletion of the Combat Fleet of the IAF
Combat squadrons in the IAF have been depleting steadily due
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rafale deal

The Rafale deal of 2016 involves a 50 per cent offset of
which 30 per cent is to be spent by Dassault for military aerospace R&D and 20 per cent for manufacturing components for
the Rafale in India. The OEM (Dassault and their partners) could
choose any Offset Partner in India from a list of over 100 companies, one of which is Reliance Defence. The Defence Research
and Development Organisation (DRDO) is likely to benefit from
the R&D offset to develop the Kaveri engine. It is likely that none
of the 36 aircraft that are to be delivered to India between 2019
and 2022, would have parts produced by Indian offset partners
since the time available for delivery is too short. The Indian
offset production would supply spare parts for use in India and
for export. Apart from the offset deal, Anil Ambani’s Reliance
Medium Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MMRCA)
The Air Staff Requirement (ASR) for Medium Multi-Role Combat Group and Dassault Aviation formed a joint venture (JV) named
Aircraft (MMRCA) was finalised by the Air Head Quarters in 2008. Dassault Reliance Aviation Ltd (DRAL) with the Reliance Group
Against this ASR, Dassault Aviation’s Rafale and the European having a 51 per cent stake in the JV. This JV is intended to make
military consortium Airbus Eurofighter Typhoon were shortlisted aero structures for Dassault’s Falcon 2000 civil aircraft and has
after evaluation that both met the ASR. The Rafale was selected the potential to make parts for the Rafale. Thales of France has
in 2012 being the lowest bidder (L1). The agreement for a license also announced its intention to set up a JV with Reliance to
production was nearly concluded for 126 aircraft in 2012 under produce avionics components for the Rafale.
Procurement of 36 aircraft was meant to meet the urgent
the previous government. But, the deal got stuck when the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) was reluctant to stand needs of the IAF, but it would not solve the problem of fighter
aircraft depletion. As the next step, a
guarantee on the aircraft produced in
global Request for Information (RFI) was
India by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
issued earlier this year for the licensed
(HAL). When the NDA government came
manufacture of 110 combat aircraft in
to power in May 2014, the Rafale deal
To overcome the
India. This acquisition is being pursued.
remained unsigned.
to the retirement of old aircraft fleets. Replacement was not
forthcoming. The last of the MIG-21s that are still being flown,
would retire shortly. The IAF is probably down to 31 squadrons
from the authorised level of 42 and the strength is expected to go
down further. Any new induction takes time to arrive and operationalise. A few SU-30MKI that are still to be produced would be
delivered in a year or so. The Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas
as an operational system is still evolving. The production rate of
the LCA Tejas is very slow though attempts are being made to
speed things up. Even if all these productions fructify, it would
still not arrest the rate of depletion of combat Squadrons.

hurdle and to meet
urgent requirements,
the IAF projected a
minimal need for 36
aircraft to avoid a
serious situation

Contract for 36 Rafale
To overcome the hurdle and to meet
urgent requirements, the IAF projected a minimal need for 36 aircraft to
avoid a serious situation. This put the
NDA government under pressure leading them to re-look the contract. They
found that HAL estimated nearly three
times more man-hours to produce the
aircraft as compared to the production
time by the OEM. This meant delays and higher costs. Besides,
HAL would roll out only the basic aircraft. Weapons, maintenance support and spares support needed to be separately
contracted. The government decided to work out a fresh agreement and purchase 36 aircraft directly as a package comprising
missiles and weapons, external stores and improved radar and
Electronic Warfare suite. Training systems, performance-based
logistics support, enhanced period of maintenance support and
full technical facilities at two bases of the IAF where the Rafale
squadrons were planned to be located, were also part of this
new deal. The package assured the quickest possible way to
operationalise a new induction.
The cost of 36 operational-ready aircraft including the comprehensive package, was negotiated and the deal was signed in
2016. The cost of these would obviously be much higher than
that of the basic aircraft that was earlier considered for license
production at HAL. If there are concerns regarding escalation
of costs as per the new deal, it is possible for the Parliament to
debate these in secrecy; but such details cannot become public,
for reasons of inter-governmental relations as well as national
security. The opposition is not keen to debate in secrecy since
the ruling party has a majority in the Parliament that would
have made it difficult to argue in equitable terms. Besides, the
cost details, the standard-of-preparation (SOP) of Indian Rafale
is sensitive and very different from those supplied to others
including the French Air Force.
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Scrutiny of the Defence
Acquisition Process
The Public Accounts Committee (PAC) is a
‘watch-dog’, an eye at the national level,
on how the government runs its business.
It has been 30 years since the Chairperson of the PAC examined the Jaguar deal.
Every induction in the IAF had gone
through the scrutiny by national-level
monitors such as the Comptroller and
Auditor General of India (CAG), the Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) and other audit authorities. The CAG has the powers
to audit budget, expenditure and performance of the Ministry of
Defence (MOD) and the Defence Services. The CVC maintains vigilance against impropriety and has the powers to investigate independently. Major purchases go through pre-audit to bring out any
glaring omissions or commissions. Like the Jaguar deal that was
concluded as an outdated design, procurement of Mirage-2000
was severely criticised for having acquired an aircraft without
weapons, which were procured subsequently at additional cost.
The SU-30MKI project was criticised for serious delays and escalation of cost. .Due corrections were made, the dust settled down
and the inductions proceeded smoothly.

The Final Word
Debates have a necessary role to play in any democracy. But it
must be done calmly, keeping a focus on national security. Severe
criticisms that are politically motivated demoralises the bureaucracy and the military and have adverse effect on timely decisions.
The overall accountability to the Nation and its people of all participants in such deals, must be ensured. There has got to be serious
introspection on how the government and the opposition should
debate defence acquisition in a constructive manner and arrive at
consensus without blocking the process or causing delays. SP

The author is former Chief of the Air Staff.
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landmark moment: US Secretary of Defence James Mattis and Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman exchanging the documents after
signing the COMCASA during the 2+2 Bilateral Dialogue between the two countries in New Delhi

COMCASA
enabling Interoperability
Being a ‘Major Defence Partner’ of the US, it is imperative for India to sign the mandatory
three foundational pacts which allow greater interoperability between critical technologies
and smooth facilitation of classified information.

Photographs: PIB

By Air Marshal Sukhchain Singh (Retd)
The landmark Communications Compatibility And
Security Agreement (COMCASA) signed between India and
the US, is likely to open the way for sales of more sensitive
US military equipment to India. The agreement was reached
after US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and US Defence Secretary JimMattis met Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
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and Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj in New Delhi for the dialogue. COMCASA comes as a major boost for India that in 2016
has been designated by the US as a ‘Major Defence Partner’.
Being a ‘Major Defence Partner’ of the US, it is imperative for
India to sign the mandatory three foundational pacts which
allow greater interoperability between critical technologies and
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strengthening ties: Prime Minister Narendra Modi with the US Secretary of State, Michael R. Pompeo and the US Secretary of Defence,
James Mattis, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman in New Delhi on September 6, 2018.

tion between the two countries, especially sale of advanced US
military hardware to India, which was off the table till then.
The US has continually pressed India to sign these agreements,
arguing that it would be necessary not only for sale of sensitive
defence equipment, but especially for transfer of advanced US
military technology, which India was interested in.
Over the last decade, India has made the US its biggest arms
supplier, spending around $15 billion on American weaponry.
Yet many US platforms bought have turned out to be less than
cutting-edge. After New Delhi’s unwillingness to sign what
Foundational Agreements
The three agreements in the original US terminology, are Logis- Washington labels a “foundational agreement”, the Communicatics Security Agreement (LSA), which enables use of each other’s tions Interoperability and Security Memorandum of Agreement
military infrastructure and facilities, Basic Exchange & Cooper- (CISMOA), has forced the replacement of closely-guarded radio,
communications security and navigaation Agreement (BECA) that provides
tion kits with lower-grade, commerfor sharing geo-spatial intelligence
cially-available equipment. COMCASA
and the Communication & Information
creates the conditions for the Indian
on Security Memorandum of Agreemilitary to receive modern secure and
ment (CISMOA), which facilitates the
Over the last decade,
net-enabled weapons systems such as
US providing equipment and software
India has made the
precision armament, air-to-air misfor communications security. All these
US its biggest arms
siles, space systems and navigation
have been part of the discussion ever
systems that are critical components
since the US-India Defence Framework
supplier, spending
in platforms such as fighter aircraft
Agreement came into being in 2005 as
around $15 billion on
and unmanned aerial systems. Hithpart of the burgeoning US-India strateerto, India has had to purchase more
gic alliance. This was meant to provide
American weaponry
expensive commercial communications
operational boost to defence cooperasmooth facilitation of classified information. It was under former Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar that Logistics Exchange
Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) was signed. And now it is
Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman who got COMCASA off
the ground.The foundational agreements are meant to lay the
basic ground work and promote interoperability between militaries by creating common standards and systems. They also
guide sale and transfer of high-end technologies.
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defence minister Nirmala Sitharaman leading the Indian delegation during the bilateral meeting with
the US Secretary of Defence, James Mattis in New Delhi on the sidelines of the 2+2 dialogue.

equipment, raising the overall acquisition price of a platform,”
said Ben Schwartz, Senior Director (Defence and Aerospace),
US-India Business Council (USIBC).
Enhancing Platforms Capability Through COMCASA
One example is the C-130J Super Hercules Special Forces aircraft
for tactical operations. Such operations need secure communications between the aircraft and tactical teams for surprise and
successful operations particularly in an interoperability environment. America tightly controls the communication equipment
used for this, denying it to countries that have not signed CISMOA. So far, India had opted for commercially available radio
kits, rather than signing CISMOA. Similarly, the Indian Navy’s
Boeing P-8I maritime aircraft is amongst the world’s most effective submarine hunters. But detecting and pinpointing an enemy
submarine is only the first step, attacking it requires the P-8I to
communicate with naval forces in the vicinity and with shorebased naval facilities. Since these voice and data channels called
Data Link-11 and Link-16 are guarded under CISMOA, the P-8I
has been equipped with older communication equipment. The
absence of these links also prevents the P-8I from generating
a Common Tactical Picture with friendly regional navies, who
operate over CISMOA-protected links.
There are other such cases. In a conflict with China, the absence
of Link-16 would prevent combat aircraft of the Indian Air Force (IAF) from
generating a Common Air Picture, even
if friendly air forces were eager to communicate with the IAF on the activities
of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force
(PLAAF). Not signing of CISMOA also
denied the military Global Positioning
System (GPS) systems and state-of-theart guidance for the Advanced Medium
Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) that
may equip IAF fighters. India’s fleet of
15 CH-47F Chinook helicopters by same
logic, will not have navigation and radio
equipment of the same sophistication as
the helicopters in the US Army.

The Negotiations
While in Delhi in April 2017, US Defence Secretary Ashton Carter
argued that American weapon systems were capable even without CISMOA-controlled equipment. But he conceded that India
was missing out, saying, “I want to emphasise that there is a lot
we can do without the foundational agreements; but there is much
more we can do with them.” Carter was part-vindicated on August
29. 2017 when Washington and New Delhi signed the LEMOA, the
first of the three foundational agreements. Yet that still left two:
CISMOA and the Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement for
Geospatial Information and Services Cooperation (BECA), which
lays down protocols for digital mapping and survey.
CISMOA negotiations have sputtered on sporadically since
2005. On New Delhi’s request, Washington has agreed to
rename the agreement COMCASA to allow India a countryspecific agreement, different from what the US Department of
Defence has signed with dozens of other countries. A similar
logic was employed in the LEMOA, which was given an Indiaspecific name to differentiate it from the LSA that US has signed
with other countries.
Even so, merely renaming the agreement would not have
made it acceptable to Indian public opinion, since the standard
CISMOA draft, the basis of COMCASA negotiations, is inherently more intrusive than LEMOA. A senior Pentagon official
who participated in CISMOA negotiations with India confessed, “When we
sat down with the Ministry of Defence
(MoD) in Delhi and the CISMOA experts
explained the draft, even we were taken
aback by the intrusiveness. We looked
at each other and rolled our eyes, ‘this
is not going to happen’.”

The Pentagon had
repeatedly offered
to address Indian
concerns, asking
New Delhi to identify
objectionable clauses
in the standard
CISMOA draft
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Indian Concerns Addressed in
COMCASA
The Pentagon had repeatedly offered to
address Indian concerns, asking New
Delhi to identify objectionable clauses
in the standard CISMOA draft. A safeguard agreement for the protective
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thanks to comcasa, predator b sea guardian uav will have full teeth for the indian forces

technologies installed on the Prime Minister’s Boeing Business which ultimately enabled the Obama administration-era DTTI,
Jet, which are similar to the ones that protect the US Presi- LEMOA, COMCASA and BECA, would open new doors for the
dent’s aircraft, Air Force One, had been signed earlier by the US and India signalling the start of a new era, coinciding with
Government of India. Ben Schwartz of the USIBC downplays the recently updated US-India defence framework.
concerns terming it “trivial and about as much of a threat to
national sovereignty as granting a multinational telecommuni- New Inductions From the US
cations company licence to operate in India.” He argues that An additional element of urgency is the favourable decision by
both types of activities take place entirely under the laws of the the US to sell India armed Sea Guardian or more accurately,
Indian Government.
Predator-B or MQ9-B Reaper drones, superseding the earlier
LSA, CISMOA and BECA are not particularly exciting agree- US decision to confine the sale only to the unarmed version.
ments. Certainly, none of these represent anything revolution- The US had also been leveraging pressure tactics regarding the
ary. Instead, they are the foundational building blocks for a possible acquisition by India of Russian S-400 missile defence
deeper US-India defence partnership. The LEMOA for India systems, arguing that potential breaches in communications
sets a framework for the two countries to share military logis- security related to integration of the anti-missile system with
tics. Under the reciprocal agreement, both New Delhi and other hardware might be serious impediments to the sale of
Washington would have the ability, but not the obligation, to sensitive equipment such as armed drones to India by the US.
assist each other’s armed forces with simple military logisThen there is the important issue of communications secutics. For the US Navy for example, logistics support from India rity for which COMCASA is being made a necessity. NATO and
would be a valuable asset, helping it better project power other military allies of the US do not need or want to pursue this
in the Indian Ocean. COMCASA for India meanwhile, would goal because they have chosen to be part of a US military alliallow the US to supply India with its proprietary encrypted ance, prepared for joint military operations, obviously against
communications equipment and systems, allowing secure declared ‘enemies’ and hence would be quite comfortable workpeacetime and wartime communication between high-level ing with encrypted US hardware and software.
military leaders on both sides. COMCASA would extend this
capability to Indian and US military assets, including aircraft Conclusion
and ships. Finally, BECA, when it is negotiated and signed, India prides itself in being a leading Information and Communiwould set a framework through which the US could share cation Technology (ICT) power. India has and will continue at least
sensitive data with India to aid targetinto the medium term, to have military
ing and navigation. From the perspecand strategic equipment from diverse
tive of the US, apart from the modest
sources. Can India not work out encryptechnical benefits of closer cooperation
tion, security and systems integration of
with New Delhi, these agreements are
diverse hardware and software, among
India has and will
largely about building a foundation of
ground, air, space and ocean assets?
continue at least into
trust. In this way, they are similar to
This is an extremely important issue and
the medium term,
the 2002 General Security of Military
well worth dedicated indigenous effort.
Information Agreement (GSOMIA),
Achieving this capability will be indeto have military and
which, according to then US Defence
pendent of signing COMCASA as a prestrategic equipment
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld “Paved the
requisite for buying US equipment and
way for greater technology cooperathus may help in India’s self-reliance in
from diverse sources
tion” between the two sides. GSOMIA,
non-COMCASA equipment. SP
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Air Marshal C. Hari Kumar, AOC-in-C WAC with the IAF contingent of Exercise Pitch Black 2018

Photographs: IAF

IAF ExerciseS
Pitch Black
The Indian Air Force, for the first time participated
with fighter aircraft in Exercise Pitch Black 2018 in Australia. The three week biennial multi-national exercise that was
hosted by the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) was conducted
from RAAF Base Darwin and RAAF Base Tindal. The large force
employment warfare exercise hosted 4000 personnel and 140
aircraft from Australia, Canada, France (New Caledonia), Germany, Indonesia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, Thailand, India, Malaysia and the United States which included day
and night flying.
The IAF contingent consisted of 145 air-warriors including
IAF Commandos team, Garuds, four Su-30 MKI, one C-130 and
one C-17 for logistic support for induction and de-induction.
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The contingent assembled at Air Force Station Kalaikunda and
departed for the exercise on July 19 from India to Australia via
Indonesia. The contingent was led by Group Captain CUV Rao.
Various day and night operations were undertaken by the
IAF and for the first time. Su-30MKI carried out Air to Air Refueling with KC-30A of the RAAF. Some highlights of the exercise
included exchange sorties flown by IAF pilots flying in Rafale
and RAAF F/A-18 (Hornets) and RAAF crew and French Crew
flying in Su-30MKI. IAF C-130J crew got a unique opportunity
to fly in RAAF C-130J aircraft. The C-130J also carried out
assault landing at Dalmare, Assault Operations of dropping
specialist vehicles in operation area and participation in Large
Force Engagement missions, both by day and night. SP
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(Top, left & right)
As part of the exchange sorties during the
Integration Training week, IAF contingent member,
got an opportunity to fly onboard a French Rafale
fighter aircraft.
(left)
Air Marshal Leo Davies, Chief of Air Force for
RAAF, received by Air Marshal C. Hari Kumar of IAF.
RAAF Chief interacted with the Air-Warriors and
appreciated the good work put up by the team IAF.
(bottom, left)
members of IAF team and royal Malaysian air force
pose for Photograph.
(bottom, right)
IAF Su-30MKI Flanker aircraft takes off from RAAF
Base Darwin, Australia during Exercise.
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SCO
Peace Mission
The member nations of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) have came together at the Combined Arms
Range in Chebarkul, Russia for the Exercise Peace Mission
2018 on August 24, 2018. The exercise provided an opportunity
to the armed forces of SCO nations to train in counter-terrorism operations in urban scenario in a multinational and joint
environment. The scope of the exercise included professional
interaction, mutual understanding of drills and procedures,
establishment of joint command and control structures and

elimination of terrorist threat in urban counter-terrorist scenario. The exercise culminated on August 29, 2018.
The Russian Army had the major participation of 1,700
personnel followed by China with 700 and India with 200 personnel. The SCO Peace Mission Exercise is one of the major
defense cooperation initiatives amongst SCO nations and will
be a landmark event in the history of SCO defence cooperation.
The military contingents of the all eight SCO member nations
are participating in the exercise. SP

(Top)
The exercise being inaugurated at Shagol
Airbase, Chelyabinsk with an impressive
parade by all participants. IAF’s team leader
Gp Capt Abhijeet Nene wishes the Russian,
Chinese and Kazakh contingents.

Photographs: IAF

(above, l-r)
With the insurgents on the run, the SCO
forces are building up to a crescendo
Towards the joint air-land campaign; two
squads of Indian Army’s Special Forces,
display high degree of jointness within the
Indian Armed Forces.
(LEFT)
Ex Peace Mission culminated on August
29, 2018 . After a precise and professional
conduct of exercise, IAF team de-inducted
from Shagol Airbase, Chelyabinsk, Russia.
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stalwarts of aerospace community:
Emmanuel de Roquefeuil, VP & Country Director, Thales India; G.V.S. Bhasker, CEO Helicopter Complex, HAL; Dr VIVEK LALL, VP, Strategy and
Business Development, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics; AIR MARSHAL VINOD PATNEY (RETD), former DG, Centre for Air Power Studies;
NIKHIL KHANNA, MD - INDIA, BAE SYSTEMS and PRATYUSH KUMAR, President, Boeing India and Vice President, Boeing International.

opportunities with
iaf
The latest edition of the conference, Energising Indian Aerospace Industry, in New Delhi
brought together the who’s who of Indian and global military aviation

Photograph: SIDM / Twitter

By Rohit Srivastava
In the next 15 years, the Indian Air Force (IAF) is expected
to procure aircraft worth over $150 billion. Even in the short
term, the IAF plans to spend $20 billion on purchasing military
aircraft. This offers massive opportunity to Indian and global
aviation industry to cooperate and find solutions to promote
‘Make in India’ in defence.
The seminar was organised by the Centre for Air Power
Studies along with Society of Indian Defence Manufacturers
(SIDM), Confederation of Indian Industry and the IAF. The inau-
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gural session was to be attended by Air Marshal S.B. Deo, VCAS,
IAF. In his inaugural address, Air Marshal Deo traced the history of failure in developing indigenous combat aircraft from
the HF-24 to LCA Tejas. “In order to succeed, we must learn
from failures and move ahead” he said.
Satish Kaura, Chairman Samtel Group, delivered the keynote address. Highlighting the contribution of Indian aerospace
industry in maintaining operational readiness of the ageing fleet
of IAF combat aircraft, Lt Gen Subrata Saha (Retd), Director
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ecosystem which in turn, creates a flat
General SIDM, said, “Exercise Gagan
economy benefiting all stakeholders.”
Shakti is a testimony of the capability of
“In applying
The second session began with
the IAF to maintain a 50-year old comthe Wassenaar
address by Dr Pankaj Sharma, Joint
bat fleet”.
Secretary (D&ISA), MEA where he said,
In the next session, Air Marshal R.
Arrangement norms,
“The government and the Indian IndusNambiar, DCAS, IAF discussed indigeniMEAs role is not
try will be able to collaborate to exploit
sation projects including Modernisation
that of a controller
export opportunities while conforming
of Airfield Infrastructure, Air Force Netto the needs of existing proliferation
work, Integrated Material Management
but rather that of a
restrictions.” Anandi Venkateswaran,
Online System, Air Force Cellular, etc.
facilitator conducting
Under Secretary (D&ISA), MEA, in her
“The IAF is the only non-civilian entity
submission on Implication of India’s
which has its own cellular network,
screening which
Membership of Export Control Regime
including hardened handsets,” he said.
further strengthens
(Wassenaar) said, “Among other benHe added that the IAF had a procurethe export business.”
efits, India’s membership of Wassenaar
ment plan worth `50,000 crore.
Arrangement will allow the Indian
During the session on ‘Make in
—Anandi
Industry to freely trade in dual-use
India’, Air Vice Marshal Vishwas Gaur,
Venkateswaran,
technologies with global players.”
Technical Manager (Air) and represenThe next session was focused on
tatives of the industry, discussed modUnder Secretary
the real movers of any industry, the
ernisation in Indian aerospace industry.
(D&ISA), MEA
Medium, Small, Micro Enterprises
Ashwani Bhargava, Director, Supply
(MSME). During this session, the impact
Chain Management, Boeing India, said,
of policy changes on the performance
“In the context of ‘Make in India’, Boeing
of the MSMEs was discussed. Speaking
is ready to bring it on!” After a detailed
presentation on the Ka-226T and Su-30 MKI projects, Vyacheslav on the subject, Abhishek Jain, VP Strategic Partnerships, Zeus
Kozlov, Deputy Director General, Rosoboronexport said “HAL Numerix, said, “I have one thing to say to the Defence Ministry,
producing 222 Su-30 MKI reflects the capability of the Indian test us and then trust us. We have fantastic capacity.” Sai Pattabiram, MD, Sree Sai Aerotech Innovations, added, “SMEs are
aerospace industry to handle state-of-the-art technologies.”
Air Marshal R.K.S. Shera, Air Officer In-Charge Maintenance nimble companies and can develop products much faster than
discussed the IAF’s requirements and opportunities in the field of any others in defence manufacturing due to low overhead costs.”
The session moderator, Air Vice Marshal P.K. Srivastava
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO). “The IAF operates a
mix of legacy and state-of-the-art equipment which present unique (Retd), formerly Director, Bharat Dynamics, said, “Can crowd
challenges that are opportunities in disguise for the private sector funding be explored as an option to support projects like the
Technology Development Fund which enables innovation in
which can benefit from a wide range of MRO projects,” he said.
As the state governments are attracting investments in aero- technology development?”
In the final session, captains of some of the leading aerospace sector, establishing defence industrial corridors and aerospace special economic zones, the seminar brought together space companies discussed the challenges and opportunities in
representatives from Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana setting up of research and manufacturing facility primarily due
and Uttar Pradesh. The session highlighted initiatives by the to high cost. Dr Vivek Lall, VP, Strategy and Business Developstate governments in attracting investments in the sector. In the ment, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics talked about his company’s
session on expectations from the government, industry leaders outlook on establishing research partnership with Indian firms
expressed their views on topics ranging from exports to supply and said, “The policy of Lockheed Martin for India is to develop
chain. Sanjay Jaju, Joint Secretary (DIP), appreciated SIDM’s technology with the Indian industry with a worldwide footeffort in “Collating industry recommendations, most of which print.” Nikhil Khanna, Managing Director India, BAE Systems,
asked SMES to look at the OEMs as R&D partners, not just as
have been adopted by the Government in the revised policies.”
Talking about easing of export policy, Rajesh Gupta of MKU manufacturing partners. Putting across public sector perspecsaid, “One expectation the industry has from the government is tive, G.V.S. Bhasker, CEO Helicopter Complex, HAL, said “There
are ample opportunities in manufacto act as a facilitator of growth by setting
turing, MRO as well as indigenisation,
up common testing facilities which can
although these may not be easily accesbe accessed by all”. Ankit Mehta, CEO
sible. But, to borrow from HAL’s legacy,
Idea Forge, asserted “Encouraging par“My message to
persistence pays.”
ticipation of the domestic private indusAccording to Emmanuel de Roquetry makes not just strategic but also
MSMEs is ‘do not
feuil, VP & Country Director, Thales
economic sense.” Expressing similar
look at us as a
India, “Joint ventures between OEMs
view, Bharat Harkishan Malkani, CMD,
and the Indian defence and aerospace
Max Aerospace said, “There is tremenmanufacturing
industry are an excellent way for both
dous opportunity for the Indian aviation
partner alone, look at
parties to increase their global footprint.”
Industry by way of aircraft maintenance,
us as R&D partners,”
Winding up the conference, Lt Genmodification and upgrade.” Deepak
eral Saha said, “I would like to reasSharma, Head - Procurement & Sup—Nikhil Khanna,
sure the industry that every suggestion,
ply Chain Management, BAE Systems
Managing Directorevery feedback received is being comIndia, said that “Foreign OEMs should
piled and communicated to the highest
bring in technology as well as intellecIndia, BAE Systems
offices in South Block.” SP
tual property (IP) and involve the entire
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hall of fame

Paul Meyer
(1946-1969)
Paul Meyer was just a homesick youngster under considerable
emotional stress who was driven to desperation by a rigid and
unsympathetic system
What can a mechanic in the United States Air Force
(USAF) stationed in England do if he is desperate to meet his
wife of 55 days back home; but has been refused leave? Paul
Meyer’s answer was – he would fly there himself. However,
there was a small problem. Meyer had very basic knowledge
of piloting a light plane. He had never flown the aircraft he
chose for his daring mission – the Lockheed C-130 Hercules,
a 37-tonne four-engine military cargo plane. Incredibly, he
managed to get the big bird airborne and flew for almost two
hours before the aircraft disappeared over the English Channel. Neither wreckage nor human remains were ever found or
positively identified. Now, almost 50 years later, attempts are
being made to piece together what happened on that fateful
morning of May 23, 1969.
Sergeant Paul Meyer was born around 1946. When he
reached England at the age of 23, he was already a Vietnam War veteran. He had been at RAF Mildenhall, where
the USAF’s 36th Airlift Squadron was based, for about three
months, with only a short break to get married to Jane Goodson who already had three small children. In the days and
weeks following their wedding, she called him numerous
times to complain that her ex-husband was harassing her
over money. Meyer was anxious to go and support her. Denial
of leave left him emotionally frustrated and under immense
stress. He was also professionally embittered because he had
recently been passed over for promotion. His superiors failed
to spot either these red flags or reports that he was suffering
from nightmares and drinking heavily.
On the night of May 22, Meyer and some friends went
to a party where Meyer became rather high and belligerent. Although he was tucked into bed, he soon escaped and
made his way to the nearby base where the C-130 aircraft
were located. He got hold of a Captain’s flying overalls and
ordered the ground crew to refuel an aircraft for an urgent
mission. This did not arouse suspicion because Mildenhall
was active around the clock, and early morning flights were
routine. Thereafter Meyer entered the cockpit alone, as though
to prepare it for the mission. It was only when he started up
that the ground crew began to suspect something was amiss.
As Crew Chief, he knew how to taxi an aircraft to the runway
and run up the engines and he may have done so before. The
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other personnel finally raised an alarm; but no one knew what
was going on or how to react. Then, before their stunned eyes,
Meyer took off. The plane banked left steeply, wingtip almost
touching the ground and began to climb away in a SouthWesterly direction flying dangerously over London’s heavily
populated suburbs. That is when the emergency response system finally got going.
Here was a lone inebriated man who had not slept the
whole night in control of an airborne giant that ordinarily
needed two experienced pilots. He had no idea of how to trim
the controls or manage the four turboprop engines or how
to interpret the numerous instruments. It is unclear how he
made radio contact with his wife Jane in the US, but somehow
he did. And he soon confessed that he had made a terrible
mistake. She tried to calm him down and they continued talking for several minutes as Meyer fought to control the aircraft.
Meanwhile, at least two aircraft had been scrambled to
pursue the getaway plane. This was 1969, at the height of the
Cold War and any suspicious aircraft picked up by radar was
liable to be treated with great hostility, even severity. However,
radar contact was lost over the English Channel at 6.55am
after the Hercules had been airborne 107 minutes. Meyer’s
final words to Jane were, “I’m doing all right; I’m doing all
right, uh.” Then silence. Did he enter a cloud and get disorientated? Did he simply succumb to inexperience and lose control
of the plane? Or was he intercepted and shot down? If the
USAF knew anything it would not say.
On hindsight, Paul Meyer was just a homesick youngster
under considerable emotional stress who was driven to desperation by a rigid and unsympathetic system. He made an
unbelievably rash attempt to reach his wife and, inevitably,
perished in the process. In April 2018, a diving team called
Deeper Dorset began searching in the English Channel for
the wreckage. The crowd-funded project is using side-scan
sonar, remote cameras and other equipment to try and determine what happened. If a promising lead is found, divers will
descend for a closer inspection. With some luck they will succeed in solving the mystery of what happened to this lovesick
young man who tried to fly home alone. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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ASIA-PACIFIC
MODERNISATION OF JAGUARS OF THE IAF

CHINA

China’s Yaoying II medium-altitude, long-endurance UAV
has reached another milestone. The UAV’s manufacturer
Aviation Industry Corporation of China confirmed that
the UAV has conducted its maiden flight. The Yaoying II is
based on the Yaoying-1, it can fly at speeds of up to 228
kmph at an altitude of 7500m and can stay in the air for
16 hours, with controllers up to 124 200km away.

IRAN

Iran is now mass producing its Fakour-90 air-to-air missile
which is to be used on its fleet of 40 operational F-14
Tomcat fighter jets and is a local adaptation variant of
US-made AIM-54 Phoenix missile. The new variant boosts
several improvements including a smaller guidance system,
increased range of 217km and a speed of Mach 5.

INSITU

Insitu Inc, Washington, has been awarded a $10,826,778
order for modification to a previously issued firm-fixedprice delivery order placed against basic ordering agreement for the procurement of 27 ScanEagle unmanned
aircraft systems, 37 payloads and spares in support of the
government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. Work is
expected to be completed in December 2019.
Insitu has been awarded firm-fixed-price delivery
order for $9 million which provides for the procurement
of spares and sustainment parts needed to maintain the
RQ-21A Blackjack unmanned aircraft system. Work is
scheduled to be completed by January 2019.
Insitu Inc is being tapped to provide essential parts
needed to keep its RQ-21A system flying. The company
will procure various quantities of spare and sustainment
parts in support of the UAS under this firm-fixed-price
delivery order valued at $8.9 million. The RQ-21A is
the Navy’s and USMC’s next generation Small Tactical
Unmanned Aircraft System.

PEACH TO BECOME FIRST
A321LR OPERATOR IN ASIA

Japan’s Peach Aviation is set to become the first Asian
operator of the Airbus A321LR aircraft, following the conversion of an existing order for two A320neo aircraft.
The aircraft will be joining the fleet of the Osakabased low cost carrier (LCC) in 2020. The A321LR is the
longest-range single-aisle aircraft in the world and will
enable Peach Aviation to open new routes from Japan to
destinations of up to nine hours flying time.
Incorporating the latest engines, aerodynamic
advances, and cabin innovations, the A321neo offers
a significant reduction in fuel consumption of 20
percent by 2020. With more than 1900 orders received
from over 50 customers, to date the A321neo has
captured some 80 percent of market share, making it
the true aircraft of choice in the Middle of the Market.
The LR option extends the aircraft’s range to up to
4,000 nautical miles (7,400 km) and brings with it a
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The Indian Air Force (IAF) is currently in
the middle of a major $3 billion modernisation programme of its 118 Jaguar
ground attack fighters which involves
fitting of new engines, new avionics,
communication equipment and AESA
radars. The effort will probably continue
for the next five years and will extend the
operational life of the aircraft by another
20 years. The Jaguar made its maiden
flight in 1968 and was produced in 23
variants. The IAF placed a $1 billion
order in 1978 to procure 40 Jaguars and
license to build 120 Jaguar aircraft at
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) under the local designation Shamsher. Main
contractor will be India’s state-owned
HAL which will receive decommissioned
Jaguar fighters from France and Oman
free of charge and will buy more planes
from the UK at a throwaway price.

PRODUCTION OF LIGHT COMBAT AIRCRAFT
(LCA) TEJAS

Two contracts have been signed between
the IAF and HAL for the LCA Tejas aircraft. The first was on March 31, 2006
for procurement of 20 Initial Operational
Clearance (IOC) standard aircraft to
be completed by December 2011. The
second was signed on December 23,
2010 for 20 Final Operational Clearance
(FOC) standard aircraft to be delivered
by 2016. Out of the first order for 20 IOC
aircraft (16 fighters and 4 trainers), nine
fighters have been delivered by HAL till
date. The production of the remaining
11 IOC aircraft (seven fighters and four
trainers) have been taken up at HAL.
Production of 20 FOC aircraft, will be
taken up after FOC clearance by Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA) for
which current target is December, 2018.
Apart from the first 40 aircraft (20 IOC
& 20 FOC), the DAC has cleared acquisition
of 83 Tejas Mk1A for the IAF for which
quotation has been submitted by HAL. Further, in order to bolster the fighter squadron strength, Government of India has also
planned to manufacture fighter aircraft
through Strategic Partnership model.

Show Calendar
12–14 September
RUBAE (Russian Business
Aviation Exhibition)
Vnukovo-3 Business Aviation Centre,
Moscow, Russia
www.rubace.aero
19–23 September
Africa Aerospace & Defence 2018
Air Force Base Waterkloof, South Africa
www.aadexpo.co.za
16–18 October
NBAA’S BUSINESS AVIATION
CONVENTION & EXHIBITION
Orange County Convention Center,
Orlando, FL, USA
www.nbaa.org/events/bace/2018

INAUGURAL FLIGHTS BY IAF’S APACHE,
CHINOOK HELICOPTERS

Boeing and India recently took a significant step toward modernising the IAF’s
helicopter fleet by completing the first
flights of Apache and Chinook helicopters
destined for delivery next year. “We look
forward to delivering this phenomenal
capability to India,” said David Koopersmith, Vice President and General Manager, Boeing Vertical Lift. “From coastal
operations to high-altitude mountainous
missions, these aircraft will play vital
roles with the Indian armed forces.”
India ultimately will receive 22 AH-64E
Apache attack helicopters and 15 CH47F(I) Chinook heavy-lift helicopters.

BALLISTIC MISSILE INTERCEPTOR SUCCESSFULLY
TESTED
On August 2, 2018, DRDO successfully
tested the Ballistic Missile Interceptor
Advanced Area Defence (AAD) on from
Abdul Kalam Island, Odisha. The endoatmospheric missile, capable of intercepting incoming targets at an altitude of
15 to 25 km, was launched against multiple simulated targets of 1500 km class
ballistic missile. One target among simultaneously incoming multiple targets was
selected in real time, the weapon system
radars tracked the target and the missile
locked on to it and intercepted the target
with a high degree of accuracy. 
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AERION

Aerion, the leader in supersonic flight,
has inducted Steve Berroth into its
leadership team as Senior Vice President for Operations.

BOMBARDIER

On July 25, 2018, Bombardier announced the following changes to its
leadership team in China:
• Effective September 1, 2018, Doug
Cai is appointed President, Bombardier Aerospace, China.
• Effective th4e same date, Jianwei
Zhang is appointed as Chairman,
Bombardier China, a newly created
post and President of Bombardier
Transportation China.

GULFSTREAM

Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
recently promoted Pedro Ruiz to the
position of Regional Vice President

of New Aircraft Sales for Brazil and
Southern South America.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN

QuickRoundUp

Northrop Grumman Corporation has
named Nick Chaffey as Chief Executive for the United Kingdom and
Europe, effective August 28, 2018
Chairman and CEO of Northrop
Grumman Wes Bush, has announced
that he will step down from the position
of CEO effective January 1, 2019, but
will remain Chairman up to July 2019.

30-percent reduction in operating cost compared to
its nearest competitor.

RAYTHEON

RUSSIA

Raytheon has appointed Alan Davis as
Chief Executive of Raytheon Emirates,
which is based in Abu Dhabi.

THALES INFLYT EXPERIENCE

Thales has appointed Philippe Carette
as Chief Executive Officer to lead the
InFlyt Experience business.

PRATT & WHITNEY

Pratt & Whitney has congratulated JetBlue Airways on its
selection of 60 firm Airbus A220-300 aircraft that are
powered exclusively by Pratt & Whitney Geared Turbofan
(GTF) engines. This announcement follows previous firm
orders from JetBlue for GTF engines to power 85 Airbus
A320neo family aircraft.
The Russian Ministry of Defence is issuing the largest
defence contract in financial year 2018 by ordering at
least 36 Su-30SM fighters from Irkut at a cost of $1 billion.
The multirole Su-30SM fighter was designed in accordance
with the requirements of the Russian Air Force. It can be
deployed in counter air strikes, counter-land and counter
sea missions. Russia had ordered a total of 116 Su-30SM
fighter jets in 2012, delivery of which is scheduled for
completion by the end of this year.

THALES DEFENCE AND
SECURITY

R. Madhavan Takes Over as CMD of HAL

Thales Defense and Security has been awarded firm-fixedprice contract to provide up to 29 Deployable-Instrument
Landing System (D-ILS) production units for $12.2 million.
The highly mobile D-ILS units will be deployed at airfields
to precisely guide pilots on their final approach during
low-visibility or low-ceiling weather conditions.

TURKISH AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES

R. Madhavan has taken over as Chairman
and Managing Director of HAL from T.
Suvarna Raju, today. Prior to this, he was
heading the Accessories Division of HAL
at Lucknow as an Executive Director.
“Maintaining the numero uno position
of HAL in aerospace industry while delivering world class products and services
through increased indigenisation would
be my key focus areas”, says Madhavan.
The emphasis would be to build on the
core competence of the Company and
emerge as the preferred supplier in the
aerospace industry, he adds.
Born in 1962, Madhavan is a Mechanical Engineer from NIT, Raipur and a post
graduate in M. Tech. from IIT Madras. He
joined HAL as a management trainee in
July 1982 and has comprehensive management and engineering experience.
His diverse skill sets in varied fields like
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production, quality, customer services and
management fetched him key positions
within the organisation.
Madhavan is a firm believer that technology is one of the key determinants for
the future success of any organisation in
today’s cutting edge tech-world. He spearheaded successful absorption of technology for production of Su-30 airframe
and engine accessories from raw material phase at HAL’s Accessories Division,
Lucknow. He has contributed to ‘Make in
India’ drive by developing MSME vendors
for aerospace manufacturing.
The new CMD’s focus areas would
also include Design & Development, order book position and product mix which
meets the customer requirements. Partnership, collaboration and support of all
the stake holders is the key for HAL’s success in future, he says.

•

Turkish Aerospace Industries Inc has announced that the
ongoing negotiations between Pakistan Ministry of Defence
Production (MoDP) and Turkish Aerospace have successfully
been finalised and signed the contract for the procurement
of 30 units of T129 ATAK Multirole Combat Helicopters
within a comprehensive package including logistics, ammunition, spares, ground support equipment and training.

UTC

United Technologies Corporation, Pratt & Whitney Military
Engines, Connecticut, has been awarded a $2,46,29,842
modification to a previously awarded cost-plus-incentive-fee,
fixed-price-incentive-fee-target contract for the procurement
of F135 Low-Rate Initial Production nine non-annualised
sustainment support equipment etc. The contract included
FMS also. Work is expected to be completed in May 2021.

UNITED STATES

Washington agreed to sell $46.9 billion worth of weapons
and military equipment in the first half of 2018, $5 billion
more than what was sold in all of the previous year. Defence Security Cooperation Agency chief Lt General Charles
Hooper, said on July 18 that, “Defence exports are good for
national security; they’re good for our foreign policy.”
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LAST word

respect
the
forces

illustration: ANOOP KAMATH

Time and again, Indian armed forces have proved
their capability of providing speedy response to
natural or man-made disaster. For the stellar role
played, they deserve utmost respect from all.
Whenever a disaster strikes, whether natural or
man-made, in that moment of distress and disaster the Government of India invariably sends out the our armed forces (Air
Force, Army, Navy, Coast Guard and other bodies) to help the
state machinery in their rescue and relief efforts. Going beyond
their call of duty and risking their life and stretching the equipment to their operational limits, working round the clock ignoring exhaustion, Indian men and women in uniform perform like
a well-oiled machine not just saving lives and providing much
needed relief and support but doing such in a way that wins the
heart of all and sundry along the way.
In the recent years, the involvement of the Indian Air Force
(IAF) in Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR)
missions both within the country and abroad, has been on
the rise. Whether it was Operation Rahat in June 2013 in the
wake of flash floods in Uttarakhand or when River Jhelum
broke its banks after heavy downpour and wreaked havoc in
parts of Jammu and Kashmir in September 2014 or the manmade disaster in Tamil Nadu that flooded the city of Chennai in
December 2015, the IAF responded in all cases with alacrity,
characteristic speed, resolve and fortitude to provide succour to
the sections of the population in distress.
Disaster relief operations undertaken by the IAF involves
both fixed and rotary-wing platforms. Helicopters are required
to land on very small, hastily improvised helipads and fly sorties
to villages that had been reduced to rubble and are indeed difficult to locate and identify. It is undoubtedly a daunting task; but
despite the adversities, the IAF renders yeomen service. Apart
from flying in relief material and flying out of stranded personnel, largely civilians, IAF transport aircraft are used to deliver
aviation turbine fuel at helipads in remote areas from where
helicopters were required to conduct rescue operations in the
hilly areas. In Operation Rahat, the IAF flew 3,536 sorties,
evacuated 23,892 persons and delivered 797 tonnes of relief
material. This mammoth task was undertaken by a fleet of over
50 helicopters and transport aircraft. During the devastation in
J&K, the IAF flew around 3,000 sorties, airlifting 4,500 tonnes
of essential supplies both by transport aircraft and helicopters.
The transport aircraft evacuated about 35,000 civilians, while
the helicopter fleet rescued about 17,000 persons who were
stranded in isolated and inaccessible areas.
What is of essence in such disaster management operations is
the inherent capability of the IAF for providing swift response. It
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

has a fleet of ten Boeing C-17 Globemaster III four-engine strategic
airlift aircraft that can lift payload of around 75 tonnes and has a
range of around 4,500 km. This enables the aircraft to reach any
part of the globe in the shortest possible time with heavy payloads
consisting of relief material or personnel. This fleet is adequately
backed up by a fleet of 12 four-engine Lockheed Martin C-130J
Super Hercules tactical transport aircraft that can carry a payload
of around 20 tonnes over a distance of over 3000 km. Both these
aircraft can carry large number of passengers or stretcher patients
as well as combination of the two when deployed for emergency
evacuation. The IAF is now left with just one squadron of the Russian IL-76 MD strategic airlift aircraft that can carry around 50
tonnes of payload over 5000 km. Then there is a large fleet of the
medium lift Antonov An-32 twin-engine transport aircraft to augment the capacity of the fleet of the two heavy-lift platforms. It is
expected that in the near future, the IAF will receive 56 or more of
the versatile Airbus C295 twin-engine military transport aircraft
that will further enhance the capability of the transport fleet of
the IAF to undertake HADR missions with greater efficiency. Apart
from the fixed-wing fleet, the IAF has a variety of helicopters,
medium-lift to light utility platforms.
The airlift capability of the IAF came in very handy when in
March 2015, the State of Yemen landed up in a crisis on account
of a war imposed on the State by a coalition of Arab forces that
launched aerial strikes. The Government of India assessed a
requirement of immediate evacuation of over 4,000 Indian
nationals based at various locations in the State of Yemen. Along
with ships of the Indian Navy, the IAF deployed three C-17 Globemaster III to ferry back Indian nationals from Djibouti to Kochi
in Kerala and Mumbai. As many as 11 evacuation flights were
undertaken by the IAF aircraft facilitating the safe return of 2096
of the 4000 Indian nationals in the shortest possible time.
The latest disaster to which the IAF responded speedily and
rendered yeomen service, were the floods in Kerala. The IAF
responded immediately rescued the stranded, winching ladies,
children and the elderly from rooftops of submerged houses,
dropped packed food and water to those trapped in the floods.
The Indian Armed Forces are not only well equipped for the
task, but its personnel are well trained, highly motivated and
dedicated. Time and again, they have proved their capability
of providing speedy response to natural or man-made disaster.
For the stellar role played, the Armed Forces deserves utmost
respect from all. SP
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“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market,
initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army,
Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job
on the part of SP Guide
“ Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has
established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in
success.”
Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)

AVA I L A B L E N O W ! I N A U G U R A L I S S U E
“... if it is information you require, this will
save a lot of time on Google or other research
to get the information all in one place.”
—Alan Peaford, Editor-in-Chief, FINN
(Farnborough International News Network)

SP’s

Civil Aviation

Yearbook 2017-18
AN INDISPENSABLE REFERENCE DOCUMENT
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE REGION

Union Minister for Civil Aviation, Suresh Prabhu receiving
a copy of SP’s Civil Aviation Yearbook from Publisher and
Editor-in-Chief of SP Guide Publications Jayant Baranwal.

Minister of State for Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha receiving
a copy of SP’s Civil Aviation Yearbook from Publisher and
Editor-in-Chief of SP Guide Publications Jayant Baranwal.
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